






Wattersmith 1:
DraWing from Bill Watterson

From December 2013 to February 2014, I kept a daily drawing practice focused on 
environments by some of my favorite comic artists. By now I’ve accumulated sketchbooks of 
drawings based on the work of Bill Watterson of comics strip Calvin & Hobbes and Jeff Smith of 
comic epic Bone. Taking on the tools, working processes, and styles of two other artists has been 
a challenge, but it’s also taught me some things.

Bill Watterson, CALVIN & HOBBES

tools anD ProCess
Gleaned from The Calvin & Hobbes Tenth Anniversary Book (20):

1. Little to no penciling save for more complex compositions or items (mechanical 
equipment, for example)

2. Red sable brush and India ink; I went with a “standard” #6
3. Pen nib for a handful of small details (Calvin’s shirt stripes, for example)



Watterson: Decision Hill, Ink, 2013

Watterson: Forest Walk, Ink, 2013

refleCtions

There’s incredible vivacity and animation possible with the red sable brush. It can be hard to 
contain at times, but what life! Up until drawing Watterson I had only used synthetic, and I 
never imagined how much of a difference there could be between the two.

Despite leaving Calvin and Hobbes out of these drawings, there’s still an amazing amount of 
movement and energy in recreating Watterson’s environments—especially ones from wagon-
race strips.

Despite the killer point the brush can get, it definitely has limits to how fine its marks are 
while still moving naturally; applying the needed amount of pressure forces a very fine point to 
broaden just a bit. This took some getting used to.

While at first I was over-extending my brush use before finally picking up the pen and nib for 
extra-fine lines, with time I became able to use the brush for nearly every mark needed. And yet, 
I also came to better respect the line between brush-appropriate and nib-appropriate marks, 
coming to identify ahead of time the few areas where the drawing would be better served if I 
omitted brushwork and returned with the pen.
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Watterson: Stupendous Shadows 1 & 2, Ink, 2013

Watterson: Kazam, Ink, 2013

For the few drawings mostly in shadow, I figured out I can better recreate the drawing by 
starting with a pen and nib to outline the shapes. After that I can go in with the brush to liven 
those lines up and add the value. Was this cheating? I guess so, in a way. But it sure did work!

Drawing only loose pencil layout marks was intimidating at first but liberating overall. With a 
little time and practice, I could figure out the general composition, mark the major objects, and 
then get right to the inking.

I took on increasingly complex compositions as the weeks went on. It was very satisfying to see 
the results of this—especially when I look back at some of the quicker / weaker drawings of my 
first week. These complex drawings took more careful—but still relatively loose—pencil prep. I 
felt OK with this, though I would assume Watterson didn’t do as much.
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Watterson: Looking for Frogs, Ink, 2013

It was easy to add too many marks for things like grass or the areas of trees where dark 
transitions to light. Despite an abundance of marks enough for the eye to get properly “lost” or 
to “blur” these areas in Watterson’s drawings, it clearly takes skill, precision, and restraint to pull 
this off.

Overall, drawing from Watterson took care and control—and yet it still had so much life to it, 
so much spontaneity through that supple, wonderful brush and a youthful imagination.

~

Next up, impressions on drawing from Jeff Smith.
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Wattersmith 2:
DraWing from Jeff smith

From December 2013 to February 2014, I kept a daily drawing practice focused on environments 
by some of my favorite comic artists. By now I’ve accumulated sketchbooks of drawings based on the 
work of Bill Watterson of comics strip Calvin & Hobbes and Jeff Smith of comic epic Bone. Taking 
on the tools, working processes, and styles of two other artists has been a challenge, but it’s also taught 
me some things.

Jeff smith, BONE

tools anD ProCesses
Gleaned from an interview of Jeff Smith by Sardinian Connection:

1. Really loose or sparse penciling, more for laying out composition of the ink-based 
drawings

2. #1 “horse hair” brush and India ink; couldn’t find exactly what this translated to in 
standard brush-speak, but I assumed it meant red sable

3. Not stated but seems to be the case in Bone: pen nib for occasional cross-hatching / 
blending work—but, I could be wrong!

http://sardinianconnection.blogspot.com/2010/02/jeff-smith-interview.html


Smith: Gulp., Ink, 2014

refleCtions

My drawing process here felt extremely tight and tense. Smith’s style is clearly cartoon, full of 
fluid lines, rounded shapes, and simplified forms. But it can get dense with tiny tic marks and 
carefully overlapping shapes. For some drawings I got the same sensation as when typing up 
quotes from a book—looking incessantly back and forth between my drawing and the original, 
tracking all the little visual details in an attempt to get my translation as accurate as possible.
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Smith: The Forest Has Ears, Ink, 2014

Smith: The Barrel Haven, Ink + Digital, 2014
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While looking at Smith’s final work is always a joy, drawing some of his compositions left me 
feeling cramped and dizzy. Working with all of those visual details in such small spaces gave my 
hand and brain a serious workout!

Thankfully each panel also contained areas with plenty of open space, which likely saved 
me from running myself into the ground. For the reader it also provides the right visual 
complements that help make Smith’s compositions so enjoyable to view. There’s enough detail 
to feel like you’re looking into an actual world, but your eye and mind as a reader don’t get 
overloaded.



Smith: Here, Have a Sword, Ink, 2014

Smith: It’s Her, Ink, 2014

I’m coming to appreciate the high degree of discipline that Smith employed; I think I actually 
felt it myself at times while recreating these drawings.

I do suspect some of my cramped and dizzy feelings were blown a little out of proportion due 
the technicalities of book-printing. Often published comics and comic books are reduced from 
their original drawings, which would explain why, despite Smith saying he only works with a no. 
1 brush, I resorted to a pen nib every once in a while.

I also had some brush woes. I just couldn’t find a good no. 1 sable brush that didn’t loose all of 
its bristles after one or two cleanings (gentle cleanings, I swear!). I generally stuck with either a 
small synthetic, which just doesn’t move or feel “alive” like a sable brush, or a slightly larger sable. 
Both of these made the task of drawing these smaller-than-normal versions that much more of a 
challenge.
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Smith: Where Are We Goin’?, Ink, 2014

Smith: I No Longer Wish to Give Up, Ink, 2014
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What’s more, earlier on I found occasions where removing the characters from a piece threw off 
the composition. While I certainly missed the characters I removed from the Calvin & Hobbes 
drawings, my recreations’ compositions from Watterson still generally seemed to work. Not so 
much with a few Smith pieces I recreated.

I always understood that the characters of Bone were of course at the center of the story, but it 
wasn’t until drawing pieces like the one above that I realized how close the visual relationship 
can be between characters and environments. So, many of my later Smith drawings break from 
my original self-imposed rule of omitting characters to focus on strengthening my place-drawing 
skills. I suppose I could only tempt myself so long without giving in to the temptation!



Smith: Clip Clop, Ink, 2014

Smith: Goodbye Bartleby, Ink, 2014

Still, I enjoyed the workout! Allowing myself to include the characters gave a surprising amount 
of extra emotional payoff. And I seem to have a soft spot for shots with lots of spotting (areas of 
black). Not only do I find them specially descriptive and capable of conveying strong emotion, 
they also make a piece quicker to finish. :-) The same went for Watterson drawings too, and I 
used similar techniques with ink-laden Smith drawings as those I developed with Watterson.

I added an extra wrinkle to my spotting-heavy drawing techniques thanks to all of Smith’s night-
sky pieces. At first I actually tried drawing around each and every star, which was an enormous 
chore and time-sink. I soon began implementing a wider brush for big spotting areas. Eventually 
I learned to cover the entire sky with pure black and then add stars with a white gel pen.

Suffice to say, drawing from Smith was a different experience than from Watterson.

~

To close this series, I’ll discuss an experiment I tried to more directly compare the work of the 
two cartoonists.
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Wattersmith 3:
ComParing Bill Watterson anD Jeff 

smith

From December 2013 to February 2014, I kept a daily drawing practice focused on environments 
by some of my favorite comic artists. By now I’ve accumulated sketchbooks of drawings based on the 
work of Bill Watterson of comics strip Calvin & Hobbes and Jeff Smith of comic epic Bone., as well 
as reflections on drawing from each. Taking on the tools, working processes, and styles of two other 
artists has been a challenge, but it’s also taught me some things.

the exPeriment

To add one more layer of reflections on drawing from Bill Watterson and Jeff Smith, I attempted 
a Calvin & Hobbes drawing in a Bone-like style and vice versa. This really helped bring to light 
the physical and psychological differences of drawing from each artist.



Original Recreation:
Smith: OK, I’ll Go, Ink, 2014

Experimental Recreation:
OK, I’ll Go via Watterson, Ink, 2014
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DraWing Jeff smith as Watterson

•	 After drawing for seven weeks in Jeff Smith’s style, it felt so good to go back to Watterson. 
So much freer. And so much faster.

•	 Since I wasn’t trying to emulate the original drawing’s artist’s style, my work was much 
more interpretive than literal. It was a lovely feeling after having done so much careful 
recreation work for the past month and-a-half.

•	 I was also able to feel so much more emotion—the isolation of Fone Bone (not included 
in the Watterson version) sitting alone out on the hill with the woods surrounding. The 
trees and grass felt more alive since I was just drawing them instead of trying to get them 
“right” like I did in the original.

•	 I’m sure it also helped that I had drawn this panel just a couple of weeks before in a 
closer and more detail-focused style; the overall composition and elements were likely 
still in my recent muscle memory, freeing me up even more as I drew it again.



Original Recreation:
Watterson: Sitting Tree,  Ink, 2013

Experimental Recreation:
Sitting Tree via Smith, Ink, 2014

DraWing Bill Watterson as Jeff smith

•	 This felt much more controlled than drawing in a Watterson style for sure.
•	 As an experiment, I intentionally enlarged this drawing compared to the original from 

The Calvin & Hobbes Tenth Anniversary Book. I also picked an image with plenty of open 
space. While I still needed to employ a more disciplined style than with the Watterson-
style drawing, the experience here did feel less cramped. What a relief !

•	 It was nice to finally attempt “improvisation” in Smith-style, bringing in textures and 
marks for the tree and ground that felt straight out of Bone. The foreground vegetation 
of course was added, but this was to keep the composition from feeling perhaps too 
sparse. (I wonder if there’s a little more I could’ve added to further help with that.)

•	 I like how the drawing came out and I find it fun to look at—if for no other reason than 
its reference to the original Watterson version. But drawing this felt much more like work 
than Smith’s piece in a Watterson style.
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Watterson: Forest, Ink, 2013

Smith: About to Get Gitchy, Ink, 2014

further refleCtions

Overall, drawing from Smith felt much tighter and more controlled than from Watterson. 
While I tried to make each recreation in both series as accurate to the original as possible, with 
Watterson it often felt like I had more wiggle room, which kept the drawing experience looser 
and lighter than with Smith. I mentioned in my Smith reflections the sensation of transcribing 
quotes; with Watterson it felt more like close paraphrasing.

One thing I wonder is if there’s a greater reduction rate for my copy of Bone versus The Calvin & 
Hobbes Tenth Anniversary Book. This would certainly contribute to the feeling of being cramped 
when drawing from the former versus the latter.
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Smith: Is He in There?, Ink, 2014
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At first I thought drawing from Smith would simply make for a more “advanced” Watterson 
style—a useful scaffolding for my skill development, the teacher in me thought. In practice I 
found Smith’s drawings more complex but also in quite a different style than Watterson. Most 
things in Smith’s world look round and smooth (even, to a degree, the rough textures), while in 
Watterson’s I get a more tangible sensation of texture and movement.

Smith’s drawings present a greater effort to present a lush and living world than the quick 
suggestive elegance of Calvin & Hobbes. Amazingly, these two different intentions from the 
original artists affected my experience of re-drawing their work. I guess John Dewey was right 
when he wrote about art as experience.

Watterson: Tree House, Ink, 2013

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Art_as_Experience


Watterson: A Professional Snoop, Ink, 2013

Smith: Quiet as a Ghost, Ink, 2014

Watterson: Tectonic Plates, Ink, 2013

As I mentioned in my Smith reflections, I found it more difficult at times to remove the 
characters from Bone panels and still have a working composition than drawing from Calvin 
& Hobbes. I would think most comics’ panel compositions rely heavily on their characters. For 
whatever reason, Watterson’s compositions even without the eponymous boy and tiger still 
“work” for me. Maybe the added resonance of having missed Watterson’s strip had something to 
do with this.

At the end of the day, from which artist do I like drawing more? At this point I’d guess 
that my artistic “allegiances” are closer to Watterson. But it’s not as simple as that. This 
experience has helped me begin to discern the areas of my craft where it’s better for me, 
personally, to work more expressively and loosely, and the times where I should slow 
down and tighten up. Developing that capacity will open up the range of images I can 
create and stories I can tell. It will give me a more expressive pallet for creating more 
compelling images and stories.
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Smith: It Hurts, Ink, 2014



Smith: Jeez, Ink, 2014
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It’s been nice to step back from these series to see what I’ve noticed so far. I’m that much 
more excited to start up again with another of my favorite cartoonists. After I draw as 
myself for a while.

Watterson: Why We Dream When We Sleep, Ink, 2013



BuilDing ComiCs

There are many ways to make a home, and there are just as many ways to make a comic (maybe 
more). Here’s what I’ve learned about the basics so far.

ComiCs PaCing

Establishing the right pacing for your comics can be a tricky thing—especially if you’re 
translating text-based story ideas into comics panels or pages. Each artist has to discover for him 
or herself what works best, but the method below has been a solid resource for my own work 
and that of other artist I know. I picked it up from a weeklong graphic novel workshop at the 
Center for Cartoon Studies with Paul Karasik and Jon Chad.

To start, it helps to decide on some the pacing “units” between the sentences of a story and its 
comic equivalents:

•	 Comics panels are like sentences.
•	 Comics pages are like paragraphs.

This isn’t a 1:1 comparison, but it does suggest the conceptual breakdown of how comics readers 
take in information.

Breaking DoWn a story for ComiCs

As for the nuts and bolts of scripting a story, think of how you would tell your story to a friend 
in words. Generally, you can break down that telling into comics like this:

•	 each “happening” = 1 complex sentence
•	 1 complex sentence ≈ 4 simple sentences (varies)
•	 1 simple sentence = 1 comics page



Let’s say that part of your story includes your main character running into an old friend at the 
grocery store. You might break down that complex happening into these simple sentences:

1. She wakes up.
2. She gets ready to go the grocery store.
3. She goes to the grocery store.
4. She begins shopping.
5. She runs into her old friend.

In this case there would be five pages. However, given how common it is to get up and go to the 
grocery store, you could pretty easily combine the first two to four simple sentences into one 
page without cluttering the narrative too much—that is, as long as you communicate the simple 
sentences clearly within the space you’ve allotted. Condensing everyday or common information 
can be helpful if you have a tight page constraint or more important things to get to in the story.

You can tweak the pacing and page-flow in all sorts of ways depending on the events that are 
most important in your tale (in the grocery shopping example, perhaps how your character 
is feeling while she gets ready) or the complexity of certain events (the particular way that 
your character bumps into her old friend or how exactly they interact after all this time). The 
key takeaway here is the general equation for breaking down your story’s complex descriptive 
sentences page-by-page into comics thumbnails.

an examPle

To illustrate how this process can work a little more vividly, let’s take a look at early work from a 
project of mine tentatively titled Brothers. The excerpt is a six-page chapter named “The Tower 
Siege.”

First, some helpful context about the story. One of Brothers’ lead protagonists is Kiddig, a 
knight-in-training on a quest in a fantasy world. Having recently run into an obstacle to his 
quest, he agrees to lend his services to a new “friend”—the enchanted frog Gren Louis—in 
exchange for the frog’s help past the obstacle. Gren’s goal: steal a prized ring from the tower of a 

foreign kingdom.

HAppENINg: COmpLEx SENtENCES

Kiddig and Gren sneak into a foreign kingdom’s tower to take a special ring, but they also pick 
up an unexpected princess in need of rescuing. The trio escapes from capture thanks to a hidden 
escape route.

1 ½ to 2 complex sentences (the second sentence is on the simple side)

Page-to-Page Breakdown: From ComPlex to SimPle SentenCeS

1. Kiddig and Gren sneak into the foreign kingdom.
2. Kiddig and Gren sneak into the tower.
3. They find the ring and an unexpected princess in need of rescuing.
4. The three of them attempt an escape but run into guards.
5. They confront the guards (poorly), but the princess knows another way out.
6. They escape the kingdom with some bumps, bruises, and a little intrigue…

6 simple sentences = 6 pages

the reSultS

See how the breakdown took form in the penciled pages of “The Tower Siege” below. Just like 
the grocery shopping example, there are an infinite number of ways to break down a story’s 
details in service to the project as a whole. In fact, if I went back to “The Tower Siege” again 
now, over a year later, I might do it differently myself. This provides a lovely amount of space for 
the individual artist / writer to work in a way that fits for his or her style and sensibilities.

Additionally, in the pages that follow you’ll see details that weren’t mentioned in the sentence 
breakdown above. This suggests another layer—perhaps a set of layers—of the expressive 
and storytelling possibilities of comics. It also indicates a limitation of the sentence-based 
breakdown method outlined above. No equation will capture the entirety of a creative work.
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1. Kiddig and Gren sneak into the foreign kingdom.

BuilDing ComiCs

2. Kiddig and Gren sneak into the tower.



3. They find the ring and an unexpected princess in need of rescuing.

BuilDing ComiCs

4. The three of them attempt an escape but run into guards.



5. They confront the guards (poorly), but the princess knows another way out.

BuilDing ComiCs

6. They escape the kingdom with some bumps, bruises, and a little intrigue…



final note: forget eVerything

Methods like the sentence-page breakdown one outlined here can be extremely useful. But 
always remember that anything like this is a tool—that is, something that’s meant to help you 
reach your goals. Here’s another comic I made within the same world as the example above, this 
one a single-pager.

Almost no planning went into this one. I had a vague sense of the overall scene and “punchline,” 
but I didn’t figure out the real details until I had drawn the characters and imagined their 
dialogue. My main intention with this piece was to get these three characters on the same page 
and interacting. In this case, very little planning was a more useful tool for a quick character 
experiment like this than a more drawn-out scripting process. Like Paul said at the graphic novel 
workshop, form follows function. No matter the task, our structures exist always to serve our 
intentions.

BuilDing ComiCs



graPhiC noVel DeVeloPment

Breaking down any story into comics can be a difficult task. For graphic novels or other longer 
stories, the task can potentially become overwhelming. Here are some strategies and tools that 
have worked well for me.

PICK A FEASIBLE END-DATE FOR EACH STEP
For my first graphic novel, I tried committing to the National Novel Writing Month challenge 
as an external structure to drive my script-writing. Participants in NaNoWriMo task themselves 
with writing a novel of 50,000 words between November 1 and 30. The challenge’s website has 
resources for getting started and staying motivated, as well as resources for connecting with 
other participants to drive each other’s work onward to the goal. Given that I was writing a 
graphic novel, I tweaked the challenge so that thumbnail sketches would contribute to my word 
count.

Having that November 30 end-date pushed me to write every day in a special way that I had 
never done before. While I didn’t meet the 50,000-word goal by the deadline, I had so much 
momentum by then that I simply kept on writing each day. Before the end of December I 
had reached the goal. At this point the script still has about half of its story to go, but the 
NaNoWriMo experience was informative and inspiring, driving me deep into a writing project 
that I had been procrastinating to start for months.

Having a self-appointed end-goal—accompanied with regular visual reminders, or shared with 
a friend or colleague who can casually (or not so casually) check in with you along the way—can 
provide just the external motivation needed to follow through with the ongoing effort involved 
in making comics. And the more you get into a regular routine with your work, the easier it 
can become to transition mind and body into “creation mode” and strengthen your workflow. 
Writing an entire story within a month is great, but ideally you get yourself into a daily practice 
so that you’re writing and otherwise creating every day, no matter what projects are on your 
plate.

http://nanowrimo.org/


To better gauge your workflow and create more feasible end-date goals, try using a tracker of 
your daily progress. Here’s a glimpse at the tracker I used for NaNoWriMo:

I didn’t do this on my tracker, but it can be useful to take note of each separate step in the 
process: writing / story breakdown, thumbnails, pencils, ink, coloring, etc. No matter how you 
handle your tracking, remember that it’s for informational purposes rather than guilt-tripping 
yourself for working “too” slowly! With enough weeks and months tracked, you’ll be better able 
to anticipate how long each stage of future projects will take.

utiliZe your suBConsCious
What really floors me is that the majority of my most interesting and compelling story ideas 
don’t come to me when I’m in the thick of active development or writing. They most often 
emerge when I go for a run, practice sitting meditation, or drift in or out of sleep—moments 
when I stop trying to think about the story (or anything else) at all. It’s amazing what the 
subconscious can come up with after being “front-loaded” with enough starting material.

In fact, C. G. Jung, the “father” of our modern conception of the unconscious, conducted a 
similar practice for about six years—although for him the stakes were certainly higher. During 
that time, shortly after World War I, the Austrian psychologist lapsed into a not-quite-defined 
condition full of dark thoughts about himself and the wold. Rather than suppress these visions, 
he worked into his daily and professional routines evening blocks of isolation, during which 
he would yield to his subconscious and explore the intense ideas lurking there. He said of this 
process, after coming out the other side still a level-headed and goodhearted person, “All my 
works, all my creative activity, has come from those initial fantasies and dreams” (Corbett, 
NYTimes.com).

From my own experience I can recommend a similar process, even if you’re not on the cusp of 
psychosis. However you find entry to your own place of dreams, seek safe opportunities to visit 
it on a regular basis. Find activities that allow you to “zone out” while staying present to your 
body and immediate surroundings: walking, running, washing dishes, even power napping—
the possibilities are almost endless (though they probably don’t include TV or movies). Try 
scheduling these activities just before or after your writing / creating blocks so that you prime 
your subconscious to chew on the ideas behind your story. During the activities themselves, 
allow space for things to transpire as they will; sometimes new story ideas will flow freely, 
other times not at all. But even when not generative, these kinds of brief “zone out” activities 
are critical to a creative person’s mental and physical wellbeing and should occur daily. As Kurt 
Vonnegut once wrote, “We were put on this earth to fart around. Don’t let anyone tell you any 
different” (62) There is a deep personal value to “farting around”; it’s unfortunate in our modern 
world that we have to fight for this kind of space.

Keep this up for at least a couple of weeks. You may be surprised by what your subconscious 
comes up with for your story.

graPhiC noVel DeVeloPment



make story DeVeloPment notes to yourself, 
AND RE-SEE THEM LATER
One of the key sources of knowledge on Jung’s six years in the trenches of his subconscious is 
what’s called the Red Book. It is where he recorded and analyzed his experiences, full of intricate 
illustrations and calligraphy. The process of giving himself the space to explore and reflect on the 
darkness and light within radically changed his professional psychology practice with patients. 
One of these patients reflected on advice Jung gave her on her own dark thoughts:

“I should advise you to put it all down as beautifully as you can — in some 
beautifully bound book. It will seem as if you were making the visions banal — but 
then you need to do that — then you are freed from the power of them. … Then when 
these things are in some precious book you can go to the book & turn over the pages 
& for you it will be your church — your cathedral — the silent places of your spirit 
where you will find renewal. If anyone tells you that it is morbid or neurotic and 
you listen to them — then you will lose your soul — for in that book is your soul.”  
(Corbett, NYTimes.com)

Who knows how many works of literature fit this description of the soul’s beautiful book.

Again, you don’t need to be in serious psychological distress to make use of Jung’s advice. As 
you get into a regular routine of mining ideas from your subconscious and developing your 
story, you’ll want to make sure you can capture the growing, sometimes swelling, stream of story 
thoughts, ideas, and questions that you’ll run into. The more that come the more difficult they 
can be to remember. I’ve found pocket journals, notecards, and voice notes to be especially great 
ways to translate fleeting thoughts into enduring artifacts that I can return to during my writing 
blocks.

There are two benefits to doing this. First, the more you capture your ideas, the more ideas 
will come to you to capture. Almost like growing a garden, as you prune and harvest ideas new 
ones will grow in their place. Second, returning to your thoughts and ideas days or weeks after 
recording them allows you to re-see them with a fresh perspective—in a sense, entering into 
collaboration with your recently past self. Given any big story’s complex arrangement of events, 

places, and characters, having two heads (in this case one and a half ?) can make managing it all a 
little less daunting.

Here’s an example.

graPhiC noVel DeVeloPment

What’s Up with Rabbit’s Computer? was a product of the multi-step, re-seeing process. After 
thumbnailing this 40-page / -panel story, I went through at least five additional stages of 
creation and review, five opportunities to look at the piece again and make adjustments for 
content, clarity, and quality:

1. Writing character dialogue
2. Penciling and inking the comic
3. Scanning the inked artwork into Photoshop and cleaning up occasional visual errors that 

might be distracting for the reader
4. Assembling the images into book format with InDesign and adding the dialogue
5. Taking in the whole story as a PDF draft of the comic



Sharing the book with select others for feedback allowed even more improvements, but I can 
say with certainty that my own preceding self-collaboration was critical to how the book came 
out. Look for opportunities in your own working process to step briefly away from a project and 
re-see it.

If, like me, you find conversation a generative activity, voice notes on a project can be an 
especially useful way to respond to your thoughts after some time away. For example, record 
yourself discussing a character you’re developing—stream-of-consciousness style or from basic 
notes, whatever works for you—and then, days later, listen to the notes while drawing the 
character. The complementing activities of drawing and mentally responding to past ideas of 
mine has allowed me to move characters forward in useful ways. The following are sketches and 
studies that came from this very process.
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Maybe it’s just me, but I’ve found that the products of genius, those perfectly formed ideas 
that seem to come from nowhere and need no refining after their inception, occur rarely (if 
ever). Times when I’ve searched for such ideas have not helped my work to thrive; if anything, 
they’ve prevented me from creating anything at all. Work rooted in intuition and spontaneity 
has enormous value, but when creating a large and complex story, finding processes that let 
you rework and refine the ore of your first ideas can unlock ever-deeper levels of your own 
understanding and greatly strengthen the finished piece.

finD an organiZational system that Works 
for you anD your story
Pocket journals, notecards, recordings, sketches—with a big story there can be a lot of pieces to 
keep track of.

I keep my pocket journal with me at all times to capture text and image-based ideas. Once 
or twice a week when I’m in a solid generative flow, I’ll transfer relevant journal entries and 
recording clips to notecards, and then I can fit them in with the rest. I’ve got a cheap little box 
with mini dividers to organize these story ideas, generally by character or order of events within 
the story. Sketches and thumbnails go into a separate notebook.

The process of ordering and organizing these bits and pieces from my brain into a series of events 
and details, laid out in an emerging story sequence, is surprisingly useful. And, just as important, 
the steps involved aren’t so complex for me that I get distracted with the organizational system 
rather than continuing to work with the story.

Whatever works best for you and your working style, find an organizational system that will 
keep your ideas from falling through the cracks without being too complex that it distracts you 
from crafting the story itself. If you’re less organizationally inclined than I am, find a system with 
fewer pieces or steps to follow. If you have the wall space, try pinning your ideas in relation to 
each other to create a web that you can adjust over time as needed. Experiment with different 
materials and structures until you find something simple but “sturdy” enough for you and your 
story’s needs.

graPhiC noVel DeVeloPment



emBraCe anD Work Within your CreatiVe eBB 
anD floW
Just as sometimes you have to resist your own structures to keep loose and generative, even a 
diverse range of self-collaborative work can occasionally wear itself out. Creativity has its ebb 
and flow: some days you’re unstoppable, making good creative progress with a new idea or 
project; other days you’re ruined, trudging through the few half-baked ideas you can scrape 
from the barrel. It can come and go in units of weeks, months, and seasons. Whatever the pace, 
creativity doesn’t follow a machine’s routine.

But, this doesn’t mean you should stop “showing up” to the project itself. Any serious 
commitment needs an ongoing flexibility and nimbleness to see it through to the end, and 
the same goes for graphic novels. No matter the reasoning behind a shift in creative energy, be 
mindful of this natural ebb and flow, let it inform your goal-setting, and save yourself the guilt 
of not creating like a machine.

Often when I find that I’m treating myself like too much of a machine, I find opportunities to 
remind myself of my humanity: “zone out” activities are great for this. So is time with others, be 
they friends or loved ones. For the sake of your project and ongoing creative work, make time to 
connect with other creators you know and trust. Getting some truly outside perspective from 
others within and without your medium can be deeply fruitful. You may find you’ve discovered 
a solution to a problem in your project you hadn’t yet realized you had but that was keeping you 
from moving forward.

There are many ways to approach a project, especially one as large as a graphic novel. By seeking 
these out and continuing to show up consistently to your creation space, the “magic” will return. 
It’s a matter of time, space, and commitment.
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